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I chose this book after reading about the Red Market and making the link between the organ 
transport box and the Happy Meal Box. The Red Market had informed me about the various types 
of markets in the world (white, grey, black) and mentioned that ‘things being traded have real-world 
values that can easily be reduced to dollars and cents…markets in flesh are different because the 
customers owe their lives’. This led to my interest in the sale of ‘things’ and I decided to look into 
theories surrounding the economy.

I read about Marx’s economic theory in this beginners guide as if the organ was a commodity and 
used this research to look further into value of human tissue. The idea of value is defined by Marx 
in two ways. The use-value, ‘the degree of “usefulness” that meets the needs of the consumer’, of 
the organs for sale on the Red Market is unlimited, it is life. The ‘exchange-value’, the ‘relationship 
between the values of different commodities, one commodity being equal to another amount of any 
other commodity’ is dependent on the organ, the race of the original organ owner and the age of 
the organ.

Some more ideas in this book which fuelled my thinking of my final piece was the description of 
capitalism ‘seducing consumers by giving them desires that enslave them’. The advertising 
techniques of fast food chains are definite examples of consumer seduction and help to create a 
‘false consciousness’ of the buyer. Discovering this was key in my choosing to use McDonalds, a 
branding and advertising heavy corporation as a proxy company. This book helped me to 
rationalise the way in which advertising and branding targets consumers and aided my 
development of a hypothetical future where organs are mass produced.
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This book helped me recognise why I was so quick to associate the organ transport box with the 
Happy Meal Box; ‘we handle or see about us ballpoint pens, paper-cutters… all of which doubtless 
condition us in an almost absolute manner toward a certain formal orientation’. 

The Object was also key in solidifying my ideas about the branding and advertising tools of the big 
fast food chains which I went on to explore in my piece, ‘all over the world men come into contact 
with objects analogous except for small national differences which are always diminishing and 
limited to minimal particulars’. This seemed especially accurate in describing the marketing 
strategy of McDonalds which is described by the company as ‘based on uniformity, no matter what 
McDonalds you are in in the world, you will always have the most iconic items’.


